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Abstract 
A guanine quadruplex structure is formed when two or more planar guanine 
quartets are stacked upon one another. Guanine quartets are formed from four DNA 
guanine bases interacting in a square planar arrangement via non-canonical (Hoogsteen) 
hydrogen bonding. Many different forms of guanine quadruplex structures can exist. The 
relative 3' to 5' polarities of the DNA strands involved, and the base sequences of the 
DNA involved, combine to give many possible structures. Salt conditions determine 
which species of possible guanine quadruplex structures will be formed by a given DNA 
strand, if any. 
In many previous studies guanine quadruplex structures had been formed under 
non-physiological conditions. We have shown telomeric sequences are able to form a 
variety of guanine quadruplex structures with the aid of positively charged proteins, under 
close to physiological conditions. 
We have constructed a unique guanine quadruplex structure, a 'duplex dimer' 
(Synapsable DNA), formed from two interacting double-stranded DNA molecules, each 
containing segments of double-stranded guanine-guanine mismatches. We have formed 
the duplex dimer, an anti-parallel guanine quadruplex structure, under close to 
physiological conditions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Guanine Quartets and Guanine Quadruplexes 
A non-canonical DNA structure, the guanine quartet, was first described in 1962 by Gellert et 
al. [I] as being the cause of viscous gels formed by guanine homopolymers. Their fiber X-ray 
diffraction studies could be modelled as four guanine bases interacting in a square planar 
arrangement to form a guanine quartet (see diagram below), via non-canonical hydrogen bonding 
(Hoogsteen hydrogen bonding). 
GUANINE OUARTET 
Repetitive telomeric sequences, which are rich in tracts of contiguous guanines, were first 
reported to form G-G hairpins by Henderson et al. in 1987 [2]. This was the first example of 
natural DNA sequences, under physiological conditions, forming a non-canonical base-pairing 
1 
structure. Telomeric sequences were subsequently shown by several groups [3, 4, 5, 61 via gel 
shift assays to form guanine quadruplex structures, which are stacked planar arrangements of 
guanine quartets. 
Parallel Guanine Quadmplex Anti-parallel Guanine Quadmplex Anti-parallel Guanine Quadmplex 
The various cores of the quadruplex structures are shown above, with their strand 
polarities indicated by arrows pointing in the 5' direction, for the different types, I: parallel 
stranded (5'5'5'5'); II: anti-parallel (5'5'3'3'); III: anti-parallel (5'3'5'3'); and an unusual form 
IV: anti-parallel (5'5'5'37, which is not shown above [7]. 
1.2. Varieties of Guanine Quadruplex Structures 
The relative 3' to 5' polarities of the strands and base sequence of the DNA involved, can 
combine to give many possible quadruplex structures [8]. Broadly, there are two classes of 
guanine quadruplex structures, parallel and anti-parallel. 
Parallel stranded quadruplexes, also called "G4-DNA" [ 5 ] ,  have been studied by NMR 
and X-ray crystallography [9, 10, 11, 121. These studies examined various telomeric and 
telomeric-like (guanine-rich) sequences from various organisms. For example Oxytricha, 
Tetrahymena, and other vertebrates, are all able to form this class of structure. An RNA sequence 
(rUGGGU) was also observed to form a parallel stranded quadruplex (131. The glycosidic 
conformation angles were observed to be all anti for the guanines in parallel quadruplexes, as 
they are in B-form double-helical DNA. Another unusual type of parallel quadruplex recently 
observed is the G-wire structure 1421, formed from a laddering of parallel strands containing two 
tracts of contiguous guanines. 
Anti-parallel quadruplexes were observed to form from oligonucleotides (see diagram 
below) containing more than one tract of contiguous guanines. Joining two of the strands A, B, 
C, and D, in types II and III quadruplex cores (in diagram above), to one other strand, five 
different quadruplexes can be formed (see diagram below). The anti-parallel quadruplexes a, b, 
and c can be seen to have the type II core. The anti-parallel quadruplexes d and e can be seen to 
have the type III core. All of these anti-parallel quadruplexes (a, b, c, d, and e) are known as G'2- 
DNA structures [5:] (quadruplexes formed from two DNA strands, each containing two tracts of 
contiguous guanines). Monomer strands containing four tracts of guanines are also able to form 
anti-parallel quadruplexes and they have a similar base structure in nature to that of G2's. A 
computational energy minimization study [8] determined that the energy differences between the 
formation of various anti-parallel structures are minimal and all have similar stability. 
Two studies [:14, 151 examined the type of anti-parallel quadruplex structure formed by 
the Oxytricha sequence S ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 3 ' .  Each study observed a different type of anti- 
parallel quadruplex and which are similar to the structures c and d (see diagram below). In both 
anti-parallel structures, the glycosidic conformation angles of guanines along all strands 
alternated syn-anti-syn-anti [14, 151. Comparing the G-quartets in both anti-parallel structures, 
the glycosidic conformation angles for the guanines were different and were observed to be syn- 
syn-anti-anti for structure type c [14] (core 11 type) and syn-anti-syn-anti for structure type d [15] 
(core III type). Each study was conducted under different solution conditions which enabled this 
sequence to form two distinct types of quadruplex structures. 
1.3. Ions Influence the Types of Guanine Quadruplex Structures Formed 
Under different solution conditions, many guanine-rich DNA sequences containing 
contiguous guanines have been found to form a wide variety of guanine quadruplex structures [6, 
16, 171. Salt conditions determine what species of guanine quadruplex structures, if any, will be 
formed by a given DNA strand [6, 16, 171. The conditions governing the formation of guanine- 
quadruplexes in their various structural forms are complex. Nonetheless, there are some general 
correlations between the type of structures formed from guanine rich sequences and the DNA and 
salt concentrations used [6, 171. 
In an early NMR study with guanine nucleosides, Pinnavaia in 1978 observed the 
formation and stabilization of guanine-quartets was dependent on the alkali metal ion used [18]. 
This study showed that in the presence of Naf, Kf, and Rbf, guanine nucleosides were able to 
form guanine-quartets, but not in the presence of either Li' or Csf. The qualitative stabilizing 
order of these monovalent ions were K' > Na', Rbf >> Lif, Csf. This stabilizing dependence is 
principally due to the metals' ionic sizes. The metals co-ordinate with the guanines' carbonyl 
oxygens, within the plane of a guanine-quartet, and in-between the planes of two guanine- 
quartets. Later research with telomeric sequences observed similar stabilizing abilities of 
quadruplexes formed by monovalent alkali metal ions, Kf > Rbf > Na' >> Li', Csf and divalent 
alkaline metal ions, sr2+ > ~ a ~ +  > ca2  > M~~~ [ 17 J. 
1.4. Postulated Biological Functions for the Guanine Quadruplex 
One question central to the study of guanine quadruplex structures is, "If these structures 
form and exist as stable entities in vitro, why have they not as of yet been found in vivo?" 
Initially, when guanine quadruplex structures were found to form from biological DNA 
sources, Sen and Gilbert [3] and later others [ 5 ,  191 proposed a number of possible biological 
functions for them. They speculated that the many guanine-rich sequences found in the genomes 
of various organisms may contribute to the processes such as meiotic pairing, recombination, 
plus RNA and DNA regulatory mechanisms. Quadruplexes, able to be formed by guanine-rich 
sequences, may function to hold two DNA strands in close proximity which is essential for these 
processes to occur. Fry et al. [20] has also suggested that the ability of the tri-nucleotide repeat's 
('TGG) to readily form guanine quadruplex structures in vitro may be the cause of fragile-X 
syndrome. Feng et al. [21:1 proposed that the disease may be caused in two ways: first, the DNA 
is unable to be transcribed due to a quadruplex block formed from sequences containing >200 
repeats of the tri-nucleotide repeat (mCGG); and second, the rnRNA molecules containing >200 
repeats of the tri-nucleotide repeat (rCGG) may form quadruplexes thereby preventing ribosomal 
translation. 
Many guanine rich DNA and RNA sequences have been shown to form guanine 
quadruplex structures in vitro, yet to date no one has been able to confirm their presence in vivo, 
the quadruplex has become a biological enigma. 
My research in conjunction with work cited in a number of recent publications [ 19, 20, 
21,22,23 ,24,25 ,311, provide support for the existence of quadruplexes in vivo. 
1.5. Interactions Between Guanine Quadruplexes and Molecules with Biological Function 
Several proteins have been observed to interact with guanine structures, and with the 
associated C-rich sequences, in a variety of ways. First, telomeric binding proteins (TBP) that 
facilitate quadruplex formation at physiological conditions [19, 22, 23, 241; second, a 
multifunctional DNA binding protein that excises single stranded overhangs from quadruplex 
structures [25]; third, single stranded DNA binding proteins with a specificity for C-rich 
sequences [26]; and finally, single stranded telomeric sequences folded into quadruplex structure 
prevented telomerase from extending the sequence in vitro [26]. 
Two DNA binding proteins, Rap1 and the P-subunit of Oxytricha nova TBP, were each 
observed to facilitate their respective binding consensus sequences, S ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 3 '  [19, 
241, and 5 ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 3 '  (Oxy2T) [22, 231, to form guanine quadruplexes under 
physiological conditions. Fang and Cech 122, 231 also observed that other cation-rich proteins, 
histone H1 and poly-L-lysine, were able to facilitate Oxy2T in forming quadruplexes, but to a 
much lesser degree than the P-subunit protein. In contrast Giraldo and Rhodes [24] were not able 
to observe histone H1 facilitated formation of quadruplexes by the sequence 
"GGTGTGGGTGT~'. A DNA binding protein Sepl (Kernl), has been observed to perform 
several different functions on DNA. The functions range from double stranded DNA binding, to 
nucleolytic activities. Liu and Gilbert [25, 261 showed that Sepl was not only able to bind to a 
guanine quadruplex formed from a telomeric sequence, but was also able to cut the attached 
single-stranded DNA overhangs of the telomeric sequence. Murine protein mCBP has been 
reported to preferentially bind single stranded poly C-rich sequences [27]. This DNA binding 
protein was identified by its ability to bind to C-rich sequences located in potential 
recombinatorial hotspots. This provides tentative support to the proposal that G-rich strands are 
in some way involved in recombination events. Zahler et al. [28] observed that guanine 
quadruplex structures inhibit the function of telomerase elongation of a telomeric strand. They 
proposed that this may be a regulatory mechanism of telomerase's telomere extension function. 
1.6. FOCUS OF THESIS RESEARCH 
The first part of my research focused on protein facilitated formation of guanine 
quadruplex structures from guanine rich DNA sequences, under physiological conditions. The 
second part of my research looked at the nature of a unique DNA structure, the duplex dimer 
(Synapsable DNA). Both these studies in two ways may provide further evidence for the 
existence of guanine quadruplex in vivo. First, by demonstrating that most cation rich proteins 
can facilitate guanine quadruplex formation under physiological conditions in vitro. Second, by 
demonstrating that a modified form of duplex DNA, containing a guanine mismatch region, is 
able to form a stable quadruplex structure under near physiological conditions in vitro. Given the 
conditions that these two types of events take place in vitro, it may be possible they could also 
take place in a cellular environment. 
1.6.1. Protein Facilitated Guanine Quadruplex Formation 
The objective of this research was to determine if facilitated formation of guanine 
quadruplexes by proteins is restricted to DNA binding proteins and their specific DNA binding 
sequences alone, or whether it is a general ability of cation rich proteins to facilitate guanine rich 
telomeric sequences in forming guanine quadruplex structures. 
I investigated the ability of various telomeric guanine rich sequences to form guanine 
quadruplex structures with various cation rich proteins under near physiological conditions. 
These protein facilitated guanine quadruplexes were compared to their guanine quadruplexes 
produced with salt alone under non-physiological conditions. 
Initially Fang's and Cech's work [22,23] on their Oxytricha telomeric sequence (Oxy2T) 
was repeated by me on a shorter version of their sequence Oxy2T', and a Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae telomeric sequence, Saccl. Saccl was used as a control comparison. This was to 
demonstrate that the P-subunit of Oxytricha nova telomeric binding protein equally facilitated the 
formation of guanine quadruplexes from both Oxy2T' and Saccl sequences, under physiological 
conditions. The conditions for forming guanine quadruplex structures with and without proteins 
were optimized. 
The optimized conditions for both cases (with and without protein), were used on 
telomeric sequences which are known to form unstable guanine quadruplex structures [29, 301. 
These sequences from Chlamydomonas reinhardti (Chlaml) [29] and Homo sapiens (Hum2) 
[30], each with two tracts of three contiguous guanines, were used to determine if several diverse 
cation rich proteins were able to facilitate guanine quadruplex structure formation. The protein 
facilitated structures were compared to guanine quadruplex structure controls, formed from high 
DNA and salt concentration samples. Several techniques were used to verify the type of guanine 
quadruplex structures formed in the protein facilitated experiments. 
Gel mobility shift assays and UV crosslinking assays were used to determine the number 
of strands in each structure. 
1.6.2. Characterization of a Unique DNA Structure: the Duplex Dimer (Synapsable DNA) 
I describe a novel DNA structure, the "synapsed duplex" (a duplex dimer) [31], which 
incorporates two stable structures readily formed by specific DNA sequences. First, anti-parallel 
double-stranded (ds) DNA (standard Watson-Crick (WC) hydrogen bonding occurring between 
two specific pairs of the four bases of DNA), and second, guanine-quadruplex DNA. 
The novelty of the duplex dimer arises from the joining (synapsis) of two double stranded 
DNA molecules to each other with 2 blocks of sticky contiguous guanine-guanine mismatches 
(guanine mismatch) contained in the duplex. The synapsis of duplexes containing guanine 
mismatches to form the duplex dimer is readily controlled under near physiological salt 
conditions. The quadruplex in duplex dimer structure, under the same salt and temperature 
conditions, has a thermal stability similar to the adjoining double stranded DNA. 
The focus in the second part of my research has been to describe the basic characteristics 
of the duplex, containing a contiguous guanine mismatch of eight bases, and its product the 
duplex dimer structure. Physical property determinations were done on the duplex and duplex 
dimer. These entailed thermal stability comparisons between the double stranded guanine- 
guanine mismatch DNA duplexes and their fully complemental Watson- Crick duplexes. Studies 
examined the conditions and kinetics of duplex dimer formation, under various salt conditions. 
Thermal stability studies on the dimer structures were conducted. Structural feature 
determinations were done on the guanine-guanine mismatch duplex and it's dimer. These entailed 
probing of the structural elements in the double stranded duplex and the duplex dimer and the 
junction sites between the WC duplex and guanine quadruplex structures. Verification of the 
number of duplexes participating in the duplex dimer structure was done and that the dimer 
structures contained Hoogsteen hydrogen bonding. 1 tried to determine if there is any specific 
relative orientation of the duplexes in the duplex dimer structure. 
v 
2. Materials and Methods 
2.1. Buffers and Other Solutions 
All solutions were prepared using deionized water (Millipore Milli-Q Water 
System, using osmotically purified Hz0 as source water) and highest purity reagents 
available. 
2.1.1. Incubation buffers 
TE: 50mM Tris base, 1mM EDTA, pH adjusted to 8.0 with HCL and autoclaved 
(lox) TB: 900mM Tris-borate, autoclaved (Solution is a lox stock and diluted as 
required) 
(lox) TBE: 900mM Tris-borate, lOmM EDTA, autoclaved (Sol" is a lox stock and 
diluted as required) 
(2x) TMK: TE solution with 400 mM KC1 + 24 mM MgC12, autoclaved (Sol" is a 2x 
stock and diluted as required) 
(2x) Hen 80: 160mM NaC1,60mM Hepes, 2mM EDTA, pH 7.5 
(2x) Hen 150Na: 300mM NaC1,60mM Hepes, 2mM EDTA, pH 7.5 
(2x) Hen 150K: 300mM KC1,60mM Hepes, 2mM EDTA, pH 7.5 
(2x) Hen150110: 300mM KC1,20mM MgC12, 60mM Hepes, 2mM EDTA, pH 7.5 
TELi: lOmM Tris base, 1rnM EDTA, 50mM LiC1, pH adjusted to 8.0 with HCL and 
autoclaved 
2.1.2. Enzyme reaction buffers 
(lox) Mung Bean nuclease: lOOmM Na Acetate (pH 5.0), l.OmM Zn Acetate, 500mM 
NaC1, lOmM L-cysteine, 50% (vlv) glycerol 
(lox) T4 polynucleotide kinase (GIBCO BRL) 
(lox) DNAse I: React 4 buffer (Life Tech.) 
(lox) Proteinase K: 1.6pgIpL Proteinase K, Tris 50mM, EDTA lmM, pH 8.0, lOmM 
CaC12 
2.2. Deoxyribo-oligonucleotide Sequences and their Preparation 
Deoxyribo-oligonucleotides were synthesized on a ABI 392 DNAIRNA 
synthesizer using standard phosphoramidite chemistry. 
2.2.1. Deoxyribo-oligonucleotide Sequences for Facilitated Guanine Quadruplex 
Formation Study 
Telomeric sequences from a variety of organisms selected for this study, were 
based on their use in previous work by others and ourselves. 
Oligo 
Hum 2 
Chlam 1 
Oxy2T' 
Saccl 
Telomeric DNA Sequences 
5'>ACT GTC GTA CTT AGG GTT AGG G<3' 
5'>TTT TTT TTA GGG TTT TAG GG<3' 
5'>ATC GCT CAG CCA GAC ATT TTG GGG TTT TGG GGc3' 
5'>ACT GTC GTA CTT GAT ATG TGG GTG TGT GTG GG <3 
Base- 
Length 
22 
20 
32 
32 
2.2.2.Deoxyribo-oligonucleotide Sequences for Duplex Dimer Study 
- 
Oligo 
A(T) 
(A.G8.B) 
B(T) 
(cB1.G8.A') 
C(A) 
(cB'.C8.A') 
A 
(ai.Gt3.bi) 
B 
(cbi'.Gg.ai') 
C 
(cbi'.C8.ai') 
D 
(cbii'.Gg.aii') 
H 
(cbi'.Gg.bi) 
E 
(odd 1) 
F 
(odd 12) 
DNA (Synapsis) Sequences 
5'>GTG ACT CGA GAA GCT CCT GTT TTG GGG GGG 
GTT TTG TGG TTC AAG GAT CCA CAG<3' 
- 
5'>CTG TGG ATC CTT GAA CCA CTT TTG GGG GGG 
GTT TTC AGG AGC TTC TCG AGT CAC<3' 
- 
5'>CTG TGG ATC CTT GAA CCA CAA AAC CCC CCC 
CAA AAC AGG AGC TTC TCG AGT CAC<3' 
- 
5'>GTG ACT CGA GAA GCT CCT GAG GGG GGG GTG 
TGG TTC AAG GAT CCA CAG<3' 
S'>CTG TGG ATC CTT GAA CCA CAG GGG GGG GTC 
AGG AGC TTC TCG AGT CACc3' 
5'>CTG TGG ATC CTT GAA CCA CAC CCC CCC CTC 
AGG AGC TTC TCG AGT CACc3' 
S'>GAT CCT TGA ACC ACA GGG GGG GG T CAG GAG 
CTT CTC GA<3' 
5'>CTG TGG ATC CTT GAA CCA CAG GGG GGG GTT 
GGG GGG GGT GTG GTT CAA GGA TCC ACA G<3' 
5'>CGA GAA GCT CCT GAG GGG GGG GTG TAG TTC 
AAG GAT GCA CAG TTG TGG ATT ACG TCG ACCe3' 
S'>GGT CGA CGT AAT CCA CAA CTG TGC ATC CTT 
GAA CTA CAG GGG GGG GTC AGG AGC TTC TCG<3' 
Base- 
Lengtl 
54 
54 
54 
48 
48 
48 
38 
5 8 
60 
60 
Oligonucleotides A(T), B(T), A, and B consist of: two 19 base long Watson-Crick 
(WC) base pairing tracts at the 5' and 3' ends of the 8 guanine-guanine mismatch pairs. 
The oligo A(T) also contains two 4 thymine buffers between the WC segments and the 8 
contiguous guanines. Oligos C(A) and C are fully Watson-Crick base-pairing 
complements to the A(T) and A oligos respectively. Oligo D is a shortened version of the 
oligo B, with 5 bases removed from both the 5' and 3' ends. The hairpin duplex H 
contains the WC 3' end of A and WC 5' end of B plus an extra 8 guanines with two 
thymines to link the two G8 tracts and act as the hairpin hinge allowing a mismatch of 
guanines at the hairpin end folded oligo. The odd-ended oligos E and F are similar to A 
and B, but the WC A5' and B3' end is shortened by 6 base pairs and the A3' and B5' end 
is extended by 18 base pairs. 
2.2.3. Preparation of Synthesized Deoxyribo-oligonucleotides 
Preparation of the synthesized oligonucleotides required gel purification on 
denaturing polyacrylamide gels. Once purified, oligonucleotides were 5' end-labeled with 
3 2 ~  in order for them to act as tracers. 
2.2.4. Purification of Synthesized Deoxyribo-oligonucleotides 
Synthesized oligonucleotides were dissolved in denaturing running dye 40pL 
(40rnL; 85% (vlv) formamide, 15% (vlv) TE, 13mg bromophenol blue, 13mg xylene 
cyanol) with the addition of LiOH (to a final concentration of 10rnM) and boiled for 5- 
lOmin prior to loading onto 10% polyacrylamide (19: 1, acrylamide: bis-acrylamide), 0 . 5 ~  
TBE denaturing gel. LiOH changed the pH sufficiently to ensure any quadruplex 
structures, formed in solution before purification, were denatured allowing maximal 
recovery of monomer DNA. Sections of the gel containing DNA were quickly identified 
by U.V. shadowing (254nm) with a hand-held UV lamp (Model UVGL-58 mineralight 
lamp multiband UV 254/366nm), and cut from gel. Gel fragments were suspended in 
lOmL TE solution placed in 15mL capped tubes, and shaken overnight. Oligonucleotides 
were recovered from the TE elution solution by reverse-phase Rainin Spice columns. 
Columns were prepared by washing with lOrnL (100%) acetonitrile followed by 20mL 
(Milli-Q) H20. The elution solution was passed through the column, with the DNA 
adhering to the matrix. lOmL of 25rnM TEA, pH 7.0, was passed through the column to 
rinse off urea and other salts. The DNA was washed off the column with 4mL 30% 
acetonitrile solution, and the elutant was evenly divided among four 1.5 mL 
microcentrifuge tubes. Tube tops were punctured with a hot needle to allow evaporation 
of the acetonitrile solution during speed evaporation on a speed-evaporator (Labconco 
Centrivap). Dried oligonucleotides were resuspended in 10- 15j.L TE solution. OD 
readings of each oligo solution was measured at 260nm, where 1 OD260nm = 0.040pglpL, 
for each purified oligonucleotide. 
2.2.5. 3 2 ~  labeling of Oligonucleotides 
Oligonucleotides were phosphorylated at their 5' end with a "P labeled Y-'~P-ATP 
by T4 polynucleotide kinase in the following reaction mixture: 
Reaction mixture (50pL total) Quantity 
Oligonucleotide - 200 pmoles 
ddH20 -35pL 
(lox) kinase buffer 5pL 
y 3 2 ~ - ~ ~ ~  185MbqJ35pL 1 -3pL 
Bacteriophage T4 polynucleotide kinase I@ 
Kinase reactions were incubated for 30-45min at 37OC. After incubation, the 
enzyme was either inactivated by heating reaction mixture to 70•‹C for 10 minutes andlor 
removed during ethanol precipitation of the DNA from the reaction mixture. The dried 
labeled oligonucleotides were resuspended in 10- 15pL TE buffer. Labeled oligomer 
purity was checked by running a small sample on a 10% denaturing ( 0 . 5 ~  TBE) gel. If 
unincorporated y - 3 2 ~ - ~ ~ ~  was still present at a significant amount, the labeled oligo 
solution was made up to 50pL and ethanol precipitated again and rechecked for purity on 
a 10% denaturing ( 0 . 5 ~  TBE) gel. 
2.2.6. Ethanol Precipitation of DNA 
To recover DNA from elution solutions or reaction mixtures, DNA solutions were 
made to have final sodium acetate concentration of 400mM (volume variable). In the 
cases where DNA concentration was low (usually only in the cases of gel-eluted solutions 
of chemically modified oligomers), lOpg of glycogen was added to improve the 
precipitation of DNA. The volume of ethanol (95%) added to samples was 2 . 5 ~  the initial 
sample volume, the samples were thoroughly mixed and then placed on dry ice or in - 
76•‹C freezer for at least 30 minutes. The samples were then centrifuged (Heraeus 
Instruments Biofuge 13) at 15,000~ g for at least 15 minutes at 4OC. Solution 
supernatants were removed and the remaining DNA pellet shaken with lOOpL ice-cold 
70% ethanol and respun to repellet the DNA. The supernatant was removed and the DNA 
pellet allowed to dry [32]. 
2.3. Incubation Methods 
The salt and pH conditions used for the formation of guanine quadruplex 
structures were as described by Venczel and Sen and others [17, 22, 23].The conditions 
were modified in optimizing the protein facilitated formation of guanine quadruplexes 
study and in the duplex dimer study. In the protein study the optimal salt conditions were 
150mM KC1 and lOmM MgC12 and in the duplex dimer study the optimal conditions 
were 200mM KC1 and lOmM MgC12 (TMK solution). All incubations were conducted in 
silanized PCR tubes (100 uL volume). The silanizing of the PCR tubes reduced non- 
specific binding of DNA and protein to the surface the tubes. And the PCR tubes chamber 
can be sealed and kept below the water surface ensuring solution concentrations remained 
constant by avoiding evaporation and condensation above the solution. 
2.3.1. Salt Facilitated Formation of Guanine Quadruplex Structures by Telomeric 
Sequences 
The conditions under which the telomeric sequences (Oxy2T, Saccl, Hum2, and 
Chlaml) formed guanine quadruplex structures were as follows: incubation of lOOuM 
DNA, 1M NaCI, in TE solution for 24 hours at 37•‹C. Samples were run on non- 
denaturing (non-denaturing) gels to separate the various higher ordered structures formed 
from the monomeric telomere sequences. 
2.3.2. Protein Facilitated Formation of Guanine Quadruplex Structures by 
Telomeric Sequences 
The buffer and protein conditions under which the telomeric sequences formed 
guanine quadruplex structures were as follows: incubation of 20nM DNA with protein 
concentrations of 1pM or 0. lpM, in 30mM Hepes buffer, pH 7.5, 1 lOmM NaCl [22, 231 
(for Oxy2T and Saccl) or 30mM Hepes buffer, pH 7.5, 150mM KC1 + lOmM MgC12 (for 
Hum2 and Chlaml) for 24 hours at 37OC. 
2.3.3. Preparation of Duplex Containing Guanine-Guanine Mismatched Base-Pairs 
Duplex strands were typically made up to a concentration of 100-300uM in TE 
solution (only one duplex strand was 3 2 ~  5' end-labeled), heat denatured at 100•‹C for -5 
minutes, allowed to cool to room temperature (-5-10 minutes), then solutions made up to 
a final ~ i +  concentration of 50 rnM. Non-denaturing running dye was added to duplex 
solution. Solutions were run on non-denaturing gels to purify duplexes from monomers 
and any quadruplexes formed. Autoradiographs were taken of gel to identify position of 
duplexes in gel. The bands containing the duplexes were cut from the gel and placed in 
15-45uL 50mM Li+ TE in a PCR tube (100uL) and shaken overnight to elute duplexes. 
Optical densities of duplex solutions were taken (1 0.D.260nm = 0.040 ug DNA/ uL). 
2.3.4. Preparation of Duplex Dimer 
For optimization of the salt conditions for the formation of the duplex dimer, 
several chloride salt solutions were used (1 5OmM Naf, l5OmM Kf, l5OrnM Na' + 1 OmM 
M ~ ~ ' ,  150mM Kf + lOmM M ~ ~ '  each in TE buffer solution). The optimal salt condition 
150mh4 KC1, lOmM MgC12 in TE buffer solution (TMK), was used for all following 
dimer preparations. Similarly non-denaturing gel conditions for running incubated 
samples had to be optimized. These conditions were found to be lOmM KC1 and 2mM 
MgC12, 0.5 x TB, 8% non-denaturing poly-acrylamide gel. 
2.3.4.1. Preparation of various duplexes and hairpin dimers 
Samples of various purified duplexes and hairpin oligo (final [DNA] = 4-30 uM, 
dependent on gel elution efficiency) were incubated in 150mM Kf + lOmM M~~~ TE 
buffer solution (TMK) overnight at 37•‹C. Incubation times could be as short as 1 hour if 
necessary, but optimal time for maximal dimer formation (-55% of duplex going into 
dimer formation) was 4 hours for [duplex] I 1OuM. Samples were run on a 8% non- 
denaturing lOmM KC1 and 2mM MgC12, 0.5 x TB gels. 
2.4. Probing of Structural Elements 
Several of the techniques outlined below were used to characterize features or 
presence of guanine quartets, guanine quadruplexes, single stranded DNA, duplex DNA, 
and synapsed duplexes structural elements directly or indirectly. 
2.4.1. Melting (Denaturation) Profile of Duplexes by UV Analysis 
The purpose of these experiments was to determine the temperature at which half 
of each duplex sample (A(T)-B(T), A(T)-C(A), A-B, and A-C) was denatured. The 
duplex samples each were prepared to contain 8yg of DNA in 400yL of solution (50 mM 
Li+; 0.D.260nm readings = 0.1-0.2; [duplex] = 0.7pM ). The various duplex samples were 
heat denatured in 100•‹C water bath for 5 minutes and then cooled slowly to room 
temperature for 2 hours to allow the duplexes to renature. Samples were heated from 5•‹C 
to 85•‹C in 0.4"C increments; between each temperature increment optical density 
readings were measured for each sample at 260nm. The melting profile experiments were 
conducted on a Cary 3E UV-Visible spectrophotometer with Cary Temp Comptroller. 
2.4.2. Alternative methods to discriminate between the number of strands contained 
in various complexes 
Several techniques were employed to identify the number of strands participating 
in the structures separated in analytical gels. Gel shift assay techniques used either 
Watson-Crick (WC) complementary sequences, or longer or shorter oligos. Strands 
participating in a structure were trapped together by crosslinking [16]. 
2.4.2.1. Gel Shift Assay Techniques 
This technique will show if there are more than one strand per complex for multi- 
stranded DNA complexes seen in analytical gels. For the case where multi-stranded 
complexes are formed from two or more strands of the same oligonucleotide, I used 
oligonucleotides with the same sequence, but with bases added or removed. These longer 
and or shorter oligonucleotides help to identify the number of strands contained in a 
structure. In most situations the number of complex bands seen in an analytical gel for a 
given complex is increased from one to n+l where n = the number of strands 
participating [17]. For example a shift of a single band to three slower moving bands (in 
the case of a longer strand being used) or three faster moving bands (in the case of a 
shorter strand being used) indicates that the complex contains two strands in the structure. 
Short WC complementary binding oligonucleotides can be similarly used, as long as they 
do not interfere with the regions of intermolecular binding between the strands in the 
complexes. The additionally bound DNA will produce slower moving bands much in the 
way a longer oligonucleotide strand would. 
Structures formed from the monomer oligos were cross-linked by UV irradiating 
at 254nm in a Biorad GS Gene Linker U.V. Chamber for 5 to 10 minutes. Time course 
assays for optimal cross-linking and minimal U.V. damage and evaporation of the 
samples was performed. Samples (10pL, lOOpM DNA) placed in GeNunc modules 
(120uL) trays, covered and sealed with saran wrap, and trays placed on a layer of ice to 
prevent evaporation and minimize heating of samples. Samples were run on a non- 
denaturing gel to separate the various structures, which were isolated as described in 
section 2.3.3. DNA was then run on a 10% denaturing 0.5 x TBE gel. 
i 2.4.3. Chemical Techniques 
I 
A variety of chemical probing techniques such as methylation protection analysis 
and KMn04 protection analysis were used to determine some of the structural 
characteristics of the various guanine quadruplex structures investigated in this work. 
Neilsen provides an excellent review on different chemical probing techniques [33], refer 
also to Maxam and Gilbert ( 1977) 1341. 
2.4.3.1. Methylation Protection Analysis 
This technique is used to identify guanine-quartet structures [34]. Guanines 
participating in Hoogstein hydrogen bonding do not have their N7 position nitrogen 
available to methylation, therefore are 'protected' from being methylated and forming 
cleavage products. Any guanines in an oligonucleotide participating in a guanine-quartet 
structure are easily identified as gaps when compared to a partially cleaved 
oligonucleotide on a analytical denaturing gel. 
2.4.3.1.1. Optimization of DMS Methylation 
The dimethyl sulphate (DMS) concentration for optimal methylation of each new 
set of oligonucleotide samples was determined by treatment of a radiolabeled 
oligonucleotide with varying concentrations of DMS solution (0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0%). The 
samples were incubated at room temperature for 30 minutes. After incubation, each DNA 
sample was ethanol precipitated to remove DMS reaction mixture from the DNA. 
Samples were made up to lOOpL to have a final piperidine concentration of 10% (vlv) 
! and then heated for 30 min. at 90•‹C. Samples were dried on a speed-vac; denaturing i 
running dye was added; then run on a 10% denaturing polyacrylamide gel. 
Typical Reaction Mixture (10pL) 
DNA 
TE 
DMS 
2.4.3.1.2. Methylation Protection Analysis Protocol for Guanine Quadruplex 
Structures 
Samples containing guanine quadruplex structures were incubated at room 
temperature for -35 min in the optimized DMS solution. After incubation non-denaturing 
running dye was added to samples; samples were run on non-denaturing analytical gels to 
separate the various structures. The position of complexes in the gels were identified by 
autoradiograph. Gel fragments containing various complexes were cut from the gels. The 
the complexes present were dependent on the oligonucleotides and reaction conditions 
used. The DNA was eluted from each gel fragment into 15-30 pL TE solution. Samples 
were piperidine treated (final concentration 10% (vlv), heated for 30min. at 90•‹C) to 
cleave oligomers at modified bases. Samples were dried down on a speed-vac and 
denaturing running dye added. Prior to loading on a denaturing (lo%, 0.5 x TBE) gel, the 
samples were heat denatured for 5 min at 100•‹C. 
2.4.3.2. KMn04 Protection Analysis 
This technique identifies those thymine bases not participating in stacking 
interactions next to guanine-tetrad structures or in WC double stranded DNA [35]. 
2.4.3.2.1. Optimization of KMnOj Oxidation of Thymine Bases 
KMn04 oxidation was optimized for each set of new oligonucleotides. 
Oligonucleotides were split into four samples, each treated with varying concentrations of 
KMn04 solution (lOOmM, lOmM, ImM, 0.lm.M). Samples were incubated at room 
temperature for 7 min, 2pL ally1 alcohol was added to quench the oxidation reaction. 
50pL of water was added to each sample to faditate precipitation in the 100mM, and 
1OmM samples. Supernatants of the solutions containing DNA were placed in new tubes. 
The samples were ethanol precipitated and piperidine treated in the same manner as in the 
methylation protocol (section 2.4.3.1.1). Samples were dried down on a speed-vac and 
denaturing running dye added. Prior to loading on a denaturing (lo%, 0.5 x TBE) gel, the 
samples were heat denatured for 5 min at 100•‹C, 
2.4.3.2.2. KMnOj Protection Analysis 
Samples were treated in a similar fashion to the methylated samples as described 
above. Oligonucleotides were incubated to allow the formation of various structures, and 
the samples treated afterwards with KMn04, under optimized conditions. The structures 
were gel purified, treated with piperidine 10% (vlv) and finally run on a denaturing gel to 
identify those thymines susceptible to oxidation modification. 
2.4.4. Protein and DNA Enzyme Digestion Techniques 
Two enzymes were used to either remove proteins from solution as in the protein- 
facilitated-guanine-quadruplex-formation-study, or to identify structural features such as 
the presence of double strands in the duplex dimer study. 
2.4.4.1. Proteinase K Digestions 
Proteins used to facilitate the formation of higher ordered structures from 
monomeric DNA sequences (Hum2, Chlaml, Saccl, and Oxy2T) were digested with 
proteinase K [22, 231. We wanted to eliminate the possibility that these structures were 
formed by DNA-protein interactions. Protein incubated samples were treated under the 
following reaction conditions 
Reaction Mixture (50pL) 
Incubated sample 
Proteinase K + Proteinase K digestion buffer 
Reaction time was 30-45 min. at 37OC. non-denaturing running dye was added and 
samples run on a 10% non-denaturing 0 . 5 ~  TBE lOmM KC1 gel. 
2.4.4.2. Nuclease Digestions 
The purpose of using a nuclease to digest the duplexes and their higher ordered 
structures is to ascertain the nature of the interactions occurring in the structures. Samples 
were digested with DNase I, which preferentially cuts double stranded DNA [36]. 
2.4.4.2.1. DNase I Digestion of Duplex and Duplex Dimer 
From purified A(T)*B(T) and AaB duplexes ([Duplexes] = 9pM and 10pM) two 
of three sample sets were prepared with React 4 buffer (BRL). These two sets also 
contained single stranded B and B(T) controls. To these two sample sets the following 
units of DNase I were added O.lunits, 1.0units and 10.0units. The third sample set 
contained two control samples, one with buffer, the other without buffer. Samples were 
incubated at 37"C, all the DNase I digestions were stopped with (luL, 0.5M) EDTA at 30 
minutes. Each sample was split and non-denaturing running dye added to one and 
denaturing running dye to the other. Samples were run on 8% non-denaturing 1Orn.M KC1, 
2mM MgC12, 0 . 5 ~  TI3 gel and 10% denaturing, 0 . 5 ~  TBE gel respectively. Each time a 
DNase I digest was performed at least three or four DNase I concentrations were required 
to obtain a sample that had sufficiently cleaved the oligos at a level of one cut per strand. 
2.5. Kinetics of Formation 
For kinetic measurements, each sample was split into several equal volumes (in 
PCR tubes, lOOpL ) and then incubated in TMK solution for varying time intervals (for 
example: 8hrs; 4hrs; 2hrs; lhr; 30min; and 15min) at 37OC. Zero time samples were 
placed on ice and non-denaturing dye added. Samples were run on a non-denaturing gel. 
Gels were then imaged using a Biorad GS 250 Molecular Imager (this system has a lo5 
dynamic range for sensitivity for capturing 3 2 ~  activity on its screens, which is much 
greater than film which only has a dynamic range of lo2). 
2.6. Phosphorimaging of 32P-Labeled oligos run on PAGE Gels 
Images of 32~-labeled bands in gels were captured with a Biorad GS 250 Molecular 
Imager system. Band intensities were measured with accompanying densitometry 
software for the Molecular Imager system. 
3. Results and Discussion 
3.1. Part I Protein Facilitated Guanine Quadruplex Formation 
3.1.1. Guanine Quadruplex Formation under Various Conditions 
The Chlaml and Hum2 telomeric sequences (see below) are less able to 
form stable guanine quadruplex structures than other telomeric sequences richer in 
guanines, such as from Oxytricha nova and Saccharomyces cerevisiae. It has been shown 
that both the P-subunit of Oxytricha nova telomeric binding protein [22, 231, and the 
yeast Rap1 protein [19, 241 are capable of facilitating the formation of G-quartets, 
exclusively from their respective DNA binding sequences. The conditions for formation 
(salt, protein, and DNA concentration) are near physiological conditions. In the following 
work I show that these two telomeric binding proteins, along with other cation-rich 
proteins, are all able to facilitate guanine quadruplex formation by the telomeric 
sequences Oxy2T', Saccl, Chlaml, and Hum2 to varying degrees. 
Sequences of Telomeric DNA Oligos 
Oxy2T' S7>ATC GCT CAG CCA GAC ATT TTG GGG TTT TGG GGc3' 
Saccl 5'>ACT GTC GTA CTT GAT ATG TGG GTG TGT GTG GG <3' 
Hum2 5'>ACT GTC GTA CTT AGG GTT AGG G <3' 
Chlaml 5'>TTT TTT TTA GGG TTT TAG GG<3' 
Initially, the optimal and minimal conditions of salt, protein, and DNA 
concentrations for stable guanine quadruplex formation were determined for the telomere 
derived oligonucleotides Oxy2T' and Sacc 1. Conditions were then similarly optimized 
for two other telomeric sequences Hum2 and Chlarnl. 
3.1.1.1. Oxytricha nova Telomeric Binding Protein's P-subunit Facilitates the 
Formation of Guanine Quadruplex Structures from DNA Strands Oxy2T' and 
Saccl 
A shortened version of Fang and Cech's [22,23] Oxy2T sequence, Oxy2T', was 
used to repeat their work. The P-subunit, kindly supplied by Dr Thomas Cech, was used 
with our Oxy2T' and Saccl telomeric sequences to determine the optimal conditions for 
guanine quadruplex formation in Hen 80 buffer (80mM NaC1, 30rnM Hepes, 1mM 
EDTA). Another guanine-rich sequence, Saccl, was used to show that a sequence other 
than Oxy2T' was able to form guanine quadruplex structures in the presence of P-subunit 
to same degree. The Oxy2TY guanine quadruplex structures were best formed under 
conditions where the concentrations of the various components were 200nM P-subunit, 
20nM Oxy2T' and 80 mM NaCl (Fig. 1, lane d(i)). To optimize the formation of guanine 
quadruplex structures, the incubation solutions were left in a 37•‹C waterbath for a 
minimum of 24 hours. Proteinase K digestion of the P-subunit was used to eliminate the 
possibility that the higher order structures seen were DNA-protein complexes. Further 
experiments with Oxy2T' and Saccl with the 0-subunit protein optimized the salt, DNA, 
and P-subunit concentrations for the formation of their respective guanine quadruplex 
structures. The optimized conditions were found to be 20nM DNA, 500nM P-subunit, 
and 1 lOmM NaCl (Figs 2 and 3). The best incubation conditions determined were 20nM 
DNA and 500nM P-subunit protein in Hen 11ONa buffer (1 lOmM NaC1, 30mM Hepes, 
1mM EDTA). These results compared well with Fang and Cech's [22, 231 work where 
their optimal conditions were 20nM DNA and lOOOnM P-subunit protein in Hen 80 
buffer. These results provided a basis set of optimal conditions with which to start further 
work with the telomeric sequences Chlaml and Hum2, and various diverse cationic 
proteins. 
Fig 1. P-subunit facilitated formation of guanine quadruplex. Samples containing 5j.L of 
20nM Oxy2T' were incubated in Hen 80 buffer with increasing concentrations of the P- 
subunit. The lanes contained the following concentrations of P-subunit, (a): 25nM; (b): 
50nM; (c): 100nM; (d): 200nM; (e): 500nM; (f): 1000nM; (g): 2000nM; (h): 5000nM. 
Each sample was split into two and one of each was treated with proteinase K (+) and the 
other untreated (-). Samples were analyzed on an 0 . 5 ~  TBE, lOrnM KC1, 10% non- 
denaturing gel. The monomer lanes (M) show the positions of the 1M NaCl salt 
facilitated guanine quadruplex structures. 

Fig 2. P-subunit (TBP) facilitated formation of 0xy2T1 guanine quadruplexes. Three 
different concentration sets of Oxy2T' (20nM, 170nM, 1500nM) were incubated in Hen 
llONa buffer solution (IlOmM Na, 30mM Hepes, 1rnM EDTA) with increasing 
concentrations of P-subunit protein (OnM; OnM; 25nM; 100nM; 500nM). The last four of 
the five samples in each set were treated with proteinase K, after their incubation period. 
Lane (Lad): single strand DNA strands (base size 83, 65, 48, 40, 32, 22, 16); lane (m): 
heat denatured 0xy2T1 monomer. Lanes (1-5) contain 0xy2T1 at a concentration of 
20nM: P-subunit protein concentrations (1) OnM; (2) OnM; (3) 25nM; (4) 100nM; (5) 
500nM. Lanes (6-10) contain Oxy2T' at a concentration of 170nM: P-subunit protein 
concentrations (6) OnM; (7) OnM; (8) 25nM; (9) 100nM; (10) 500nM. Lanes (11-15) 
contain 0xy2T7 at a concentration of 1500nM: P-subunit protein concentrations (11) 
OnM; (12) OnM; (13) 25nM; (14) 100nM; (15) 500nM. Lane (K): 0xy2T1 incubated in 
1M KCl; lane (Na): 0xy2T1incubated in 1M NaCl. Samples were analyzed on a 0 . 5 ~  
TBE, lOmM KCl, 10% non-denaturing gel. 
LadM 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 K N a  
Fig 3. P-subunit (TBP) facilitated formation of Saccl guanine quadruplexes. Three 
different concentration sets of Saccl (20nM, 170nM, 1500nM) were incubated in Hen 
1 lONa buffer solution (1 lOmM Na, 30mM Hepes, 1mM EDTA) with the following 
concentrations of P-subunit protein (OnM; OnM; 25nM; 100nM; 500nM). The last four of 
the five samples in each set were treated with proteinase K, after their incubation period. 
Lane (Lad): single strand DNA strands (base size 83, 65, 48, 40, 32, 22, 16); lane (m): 
heat denatured Sacc 1 monomer. Lanes (1-5) contain Sacc 1 at a concentration of 20nM: P- 
subunit protein concentrations (1) OnM; (2) OnM; (3) 25nM; (4) 100nM; (5) 500nM. 
Lanes (6-10) contain Saccl at a concentration of 170nM: P-subunit protein 
concentrations (6) OnM; (7) OnM; (8) 25nM; (9) 100nM; (10) 500nM. Lanes (11-15) 
contain Saccl at a concentration of 1500nM: P-subunit protein concentrations (1 1) OnM; 
(12) OnM; (13) 25nM; (14) 100nM; (15) 500nM. Lane (K): Saccl incubated in 1M KC1; 
lane (Na): Saccl incubated in 1M NaCl. Samples were analyzed on an 0 . 5 ~  TBE, lOmM 
KCl, 10% non denaturing gel. 
LadM 1  2 3  4  5 6 7 8 9 101112 1 3 1 4 1 5 N a K  
3.1.1.2. Protein Assisted Guanine Quadrupiex Formation 
We wanted to show that telomeric sequences that have a minimal number of 
guanines (Chlaml and Hum2) and are unable to easily form quadruplexes, would be 
enabled to do so with the assistance of the P-subunit of Oxytricha's telomeric binding 
protein (TBP). We then wanted to determine if other cation rich proteins would have 
similar quadruplex forming abilities. A diverse group of positively charged proteins, 
cytochrome C, histone 1, poly-L-lysine, poly-L-arginine were used to promote guanine 
quadruplex formation from telomeric sequences Chlaml and Hum2, under near- 
physiological conditions. The initial conditions, as established in section 3.1.1 with the P- 
subunit, were modified for quadruplex formation by Chlaml and Hum2. The salt 
conditions in the Hen 80 buffer was changed to 150mM KC1 and lOmM MgC12, Hen 
150110, which are closer to physiological conditions. Low concentrations of DNA 
(ZOnM), of protein (0.1-1pM) and close to cellular concentrations of K' and M ~ ~ '  
(150mM and lOmM respectively) provided the best formation conditions. Under the 
initial analytical gel conditions of 8% polyacrylamide, lOrnM KC1 and 0 . 5 ~  TBE buffer, 
as used in the above experiments with Oxy2T' and Saccl strands, very few, if any, 
guanine quadruplex structures were seen. It appeared that these structures were very 
unstable in a lower ionic strength buffer, and thus, analytical gels were run at 4OC in 0 . 5 ~  
TBE buffer containing 50mM KC1 to stabilize the Chlaml and Hum2 guanine 
quadruplexes. 
The protein facilitated Hum2 guanine quadruplex bands were observed to run 
slower (bands running horizontal to the marker 83) at a slightly shifted position from the 
salt facilitated Hum2 guanine quadruplex bands marked G4, formed in 1M KC1 (Fig. 4A). 
However protein facilitated guanine quadruplex bands running in between the monomer 
and G4 bands ran at a similar position as the monomer G2' dimer formed in 1M NaC1. 
The protein facilitated Chlaml guanine quadruplex structures are similarly seen in the 
laddering of bands (Fig. 4B). The reason for the slight mobility shift of the protein 
facilitated bands from the salt facilitated bands seen in Fig. 4A is likely due to M ~ ~ +  from 
the Hen150110 buffer remaining associated with the guanine quadruplexes. This salt 
retardation effect has been seen in other previous work by Venczel and Sen [17], where 
salts such as M ~ ~ +  remain associated with guanine quadruplexes, reducing the mobility of 
the various structures. The proteins, in order of increasing ability to form guanine 
quadruplexes were the P-subunit, cytochrome C < histone 1, proteinase K < po1y-L- 
lysine, poly-L-arginine. The optimal protein concentrations for guanine quadruplex 
formation were observed to be dependent on the concentrations of oligonucleotide 
present, suggesting a stoichiometric use of protein. Interestingly, proteinase K also was 
seen to facilitated guanine quadruplex formation, when its experimental purpose was to 
remove other proteins facilitating guanine quadruplex formation from solution [22,23]. 
We found that from proteinase K's amino acid sequence it is a positively charged protein, 
and thus was also a candidate for protein facilitated quadruplex formation. These 
experiments show that diverse positively charged proteins are able to facilitate the 
formation of guanine quadruplex structures. 
Fig. 4. Various proteins facilitating the formation of Hum2 and Chlaml guanine 
quadruplex structures. 
A. Hum2 (10nM) was incubated with various proteins (Oxytricha nova TPB P- 
subunit, histone HI, poly-L-lysine, cytochrome C, poly-L-arginine) in Hen 150110 buffer, 
for 2 days at 37OC. Lane (lad): single-stranded oligonucleotides (83, 65, 48, 40,32, 22, 
16); lane (m): heat denatured Hum2 monomer; lane (-): Hum2 in proteinase K buffer; 
lane (+): Hum2, proteinase K treated; lanes (1 and 2): Oxytricha nova TPB P-subunit 
(0.1, 1.0 pM); lanes (3 and 4): HI histone (0.1, 1.0 pM); lanes (5 and 6): poly-L-lysine 
(0.1, 1.0 pM); lanes (7 and 8): cytochrome C (0.1, 1.0 pM); lanes (9 and 10): po1y-L- 
arginine (0.1, 1.0 pM); lane (Na'): Hum2 monomer incubated in 1M NaCi - TE buffer for 
two days; lane (K+): Hum2 monomer incubated in 1M KC1 - TE buffer for two days. 
Analytical gel conditions were 8% polyacrylamide 50mM KC1 and OSxTBE in a 4•‹C 
waterbath and run at a constant 16 Watts. 
B. Chlaml (10nM) was incubated with various proteins (Oxytricha nova TPB P- 
subunit, H1 histone, poly-L-lysine, cytochrome C, poly-L-arginine) in Hen 150110 buffer 
for 2 days at 37OC. Lane (lad): single-stranded oligonucleotides (83, 65, 48, 40,32, 22, 
16); lane (m): heat denatured Chlaml monomer; lane (-): Chlaml in proteinase K buffer; 
lane (+): Chlaml proteinase K treated; lanes (1 and 2): Oxytricha nova TPB P-subunit 
(0.1, 1.0 pM); lanes (3 and 4): H1 histone (0.1, 1.0 pM); lanes (5 and 6): poly-L-lysine 
(0.1, 1.0 pM); lanes (7 and 8): cytochrome C (0.1, 1.0 pM); lanes (9 and 10): po1y-L- 
arginine (0.1, 1.0 pM). Analytical gel conditions were 8% polyacrylamide 50mM KC1 
and O.5xTBE in a 4•‹C waterbath and run at a constant 16 Watts. 

3.1.1.3. Guanine Quadruplex Formation under Various Salt and DNA 
Concentrations 
The DNA concentrations used to form the quadruplex structures in the protein 
facilitated studies were too low to determine any structural information. Therefore we 
prepared the larger quantities of guanine quadruplexes, required for structural studies, by 
salt facilitated formation. It was assumed that protein-induced and salt-induced guanine 
quadruplexes are the same or similar. The optimal conditions for the formation of guanine 
quadruplex structures, alkali metal salts, and DNA (Chlaml and Hum2) were established. 
The minimum Hum2 and Chlaml DNA concentrations required for formation 
were similarly seen to be -100pM, similar to that required with Oxy2T' and Saccl. The 
guanine quadruplex structures formed under 1M salt conditions were typically seen as a 
mixture of G4, G2', and other varied structures (not focused upon in this study). By 
comparison of the position of the bands with the single stranded oligonucleotide ladder, 
we are able to estimate the number of strands involved in each band. The various 
monovalent and divalent cations ions showed similar guanine quadruplex formation 
trends in order increasing ability Li', Cs+, M ~ ' +  c ca2+, ~ a ' +  c sr2+ c Na+ c Rbf, K'. We 
grouped the various bands that had similar mobilities under the different salt conditions, 
and labeled them A, B, C, D, and E. The A group of bands likely represent G2' 
quadruplex structures and C bands G4 quadruplex structures. 
Both Hum2 and Chlaml exhibit multiple bands in 1M K+, Rb', sr2+ (Figs 5 and 
6) and in some cases a ladder of higher ordered structures beyond the G4 band (Figs 5 
and 6). In order to establish the number of strands per band for the various complexes A, 
B, C, D, and E, we tried a number of different approaches. 
The first approach was the co-incubation of a different length oligonucleotide that 
had the same G-rich sequence as Hum2. Then quadruplex complexes containing the 
oligonucleotide with the additional 3' tail of a few extra bases, would have a shifted 
position in a gel. The expectation was that all complexes seen on the gel, that contained 
more than one strand would now have (n+l) bands, where n = the number of strands in 
the structure running at a particular position in the gel (see diagram below). 
Unfortunately, this approach was unsuccessful, as resolution of the many guanine- 
quadruplex bands containing only a single length monomer strand was difficult. The extra 
bands (due to n extra bands per number of strands participating in a structure) made it 
virtually impossible to resolve the nature of any species with certainty. 
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The second approach used UV crosslinking to trap strands together in the 
structure in which they were participating. This method was successful, but unfortunately 
we were not able to verify the results using another complementing technique. 
Fig. 5. Salt facilitated formation of Hum2 guanine quadruplex structures. Hum2 
monomer (100pM) was incubated in various chloride salts (Li', ~ a + ,  KC, Rb', and Cs+ at 
1M concentrations, and M ~ ~ + ,  ca2+, sr2+, and ~ a ~ +  at lOrnM concentrations). Lane (lad) - 
single-stranded ladder (83, 65, 48, 40, 32, 22, 16); lane (m) - Hum2 heat denatured 
monomer. Bands across the gel have been grouped together: with (A) bands representing 
G2' dimers; (B) bands representing possible trimers; (C) bands representing G4; and (D) 
and (E) bands representing higher order guanine quadruplex structures of unknown 
formation. 

Fig. 6. Salt facilitated formation of Chlaml guanine quadruplex structures. Chlaml 
monomer (100p.M) was incubated in various chloride salts (Li', Na', K', Rb', and Cs' at 
1M concentrations, and M ~ ~ ' ,  ca2', sr2', and ~ a ~ +  at lOmM concentrations). Lane (lad) - 
single-stranded ladder (83, 65, 48, 40, 32, 22, 16); lane (m) - Chlaml heat denatured 
monomer. Bands across the gel have been grouped together: with (A) bands representing 
G2' dimers; (B) bands representing possible trimers; (C) bands representing G4; and (D) 
and (E) bands representing higher order guanine quadruplex structures of unknown 
formation. 
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3.1.2. UV-Crosslinking of Guanine Quadruplexes Formed by Chlaml and Hum2 
The UV crosslinking method allowed us to determine the number of strands 
participating in the various complexes of Hum2 and Chlaml that formed under the 
different salt conditions. The UV crosslinking traps strands together in the guanine 
quadruplex structures in which they were participating, by photodimerizing two thymine 
bases that are close together. Hum2 and. Chlaml are rich in thymine and guanine bases, 
so that when guanine quadruplex structures are formed the many thymines will be in 
close proximity thereby allowing photodimerization to occur. Chlaml and Hum2 were 
incubated in various salt solutions (section 3.1.3.) to form the different guanine 
quadruplex structures. The incubation solutions were irradiated in a Biorad GS Gene 
Linker UV chamber for 5 min to 10 min, at maximum output. The samples were gel 
purified and the various bands located and excised from the gel. The DNA eluted from 
the gel fragments were run on a denaturing gel to determine how many strands per band 
were cross-linked. In the case for the bands expected to contain 2, 3 or 4 strands, we 
should see the same number of bands as strands contained in the structure (as outlined in 
the diagram below). 
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Fig. 7. Gel mobilities of UV crosslinked Hum2 guanine quadruplexes. Hum2 was 
incubated in different salt solutions (Na+, K+, and Rb', at 1M concentration; and sr2+, at 
lOmM), overnight at 37OC, to form the various guanine quadruplex structures. The 
different incubation solutions were each irradiated for 5 min in a Genelinker (h=254nm). 
The irradiated samples were run on an analytical gel to separate the various guanine 
quadruplex structures and monomers from each other. The various bands contained in the 
gel were located and excised. The DNA was eluted into TE and then run on a lo%, 0 . 5 ~  
TB sequencing gel. 
Hum2. Lane (lad): single stranded ladder; lane (m): non irradiated 
monomer; lanes (1 and 2): sodium monomer and A structure; lanes (3, 4, and 5): 
potassium Al ,  A2, and B structures; lane (6): rubidium B structure; lane (7): strontium B 
structure. 
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Fig. 8. Gel mobilities of UV crosslinked Chlaml guanine quadruplexes. Chlaml was 
incubated in different salt solutions (Na', K', and Rb', at 1M concentration and sr2+ at 
lOrnM), overnight at 37OC, to form the various guanine quadruplex structures. The 
different incubation solutions were each irradiated for 5 rnin in a Genelinker (h=254nm). 
The irradiated samples were run on an analytical gel to separate the various guanine 
quadruplex structures and monomers from each other. The various bands contained in the 
gel were located and excised. The DNA was eluted into TE and then run on a lo%, 0 . 5 ~  
TB sequencing gel. 
Chlaml. Lane (lad): single stranded ladder; lane (m): non irradiated 
monomer; lanes (1 and 2): sodium monomer and A structure; lanes (3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8): 
potassium Al ,  A2, B, C, D, and E structures; lane (9, 10, 11, and 12): rubidium A, B, C ,  
and D structures; lane (13, 14, and 15): strontium A, B, and C structures. 
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The correlation between the expected number of strands per band (as tentatively 
proposed in section 3.1.3.) where complex A = 2 strands, complex B = 3 strands, 
complex C = 4 strands, are clearly seen in the Fig.s 7 and 8. The isolated crosslinked 
complexes A, B, C, D, and E, formed from Hum2 and Chlaml oligonucleotides, all 
clearly give evidence for the number of strands they contain. We use this evidence (the 
number of strands per complex) to verify the type of guanine quadruplex structures 
formed, as initially proposed in section 3.1.2., by the assistance of the various cation rich 
proteins. 
3.2. Part I1 Duplex Dimers 
In this study, the nature of the guanine-guanine mismatch duplex and its dimer 
product was characterized. Aspects of the formation of the duplex dimer were 
investigated by determining duplex stability and the formation of its dimer product under 
various conditions. We sought to verify the proposal that the dimer consists of two 
participating duplexes, and also compared the gel mobilities of the dimer and G4 guanine 
quadruplex structures. The kinetics of dimer formation were also studied. 
The structure of the duplex dimer was analyzed using gel shift assays and, 
chemical and enzymatic probing techniques. These techniques attempted to determine 
strand interactions as well as orientations of the duplexes in the dimer structure. 
3.2.1 Duplex Dimer Formation and Stability 
We determined the salt and DNA conditions for the optimal formation and 
stabilization of the duplex dimer structure. Other determinations included the measurment 
of the thermal stability of the guanine-guanine mismatch duplexes used, and of their 
dimer products. We verified the number of duplexes involved in dimer formation. The 
salt and DNA condition for optimal dimer formation and the kinetics of dimer formation 
were determined. 
3.2.1.1 Duplex Melting Temperature Assay by U.V. Analysis 
It was necessary to establish the thermal stabilities of the various duplexes used in 
this work to ensure that the guanine-guanine mismatch double stranded DNA would not 
denature to single strands. This also minimized the possibility of alternative structures 
forming from denatured duplexes. Melting temperature assays conducted on the duplexes 
(AeC), (A(T)*C(A)) (both with full complementary Watson-Crick base-pairing), (A*B) 
and (A(T).B(T)) (both with eight guanine-guanine mismatches) in 50mM Li+-TE buffer. 
From the melting temperature curves (Fig. 9) for the duplexes (A.B), (A*C), 
(A(T)*B(T)), and (A(T).C(A)), the T,s were found to be 66"C, 77"C, 61•‹C, and 78•‹C 
respectively. 
Oligonucleotide Sequences of guanine-guanine mismatch and Watson-Crick duplexes 
The melting temperatures of the fully complementary duplexes, as expected, were 
higher than the guanine-guanine mismatch containing duplexes. These results indicate 
that the guanine-guanine mismatch duplexes are quite stable in 50rnM Li+ TE solution. 
They are not likely to denature to form other structures at 37OC during purification, 
storage, or incubation. 
Fig. 9. Thermal stability measurements of the Duplexes (A.B), (AeC), (A(T).B(T)), 
and (A(T).C(A)) were performed. Four duplex samples were prepared ((AaB), (AoC), 
(A(T).B(T)), and (A(T).C(A))) to contain 8pg of each duplex in 50 mM Li+ TE solution 
(1 mL). Samples were heat denatured in 100•‹C water bath for 5 minutes and then allowed 
to cool to room temperature for 2 hours. Samples were then cooled to 5"C, 15 minutes 
prior to melting experiment. Samples were ramped up from 5•‹C to 85OC in 0.4"C 
increments, with a hold time of 0.4 minutes (ramp rate of 80 degrees1240 minutes). 
Optical density readings at 260nm were measured on Cary 3E UV-Visible 
Spec trophotome ter with Temp Comptroller. 
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3.2.1.2 Determination of Duplex Number Participating in the Dimer Structure 
We confirmed that the duplex dimer contained two duplexes by gel mobility shift 
assay. This technique involved the use of a modified duplex (AoD), a duplex similar to 
(A*B), which contains strand D (see sequence below) a shorter version of strand B. The 
(A*D) duplex is also capable of forming a dimer complex with itself (A*D)2 and the 
(AoB) duplex to form the dimer (A0BIA.D). The (AoD) dimers, (A0BIA.D) and (A*D)2, 
will run faster in a gel, with their bands shifted from the band of the dimer structure 
(A*B)2, as outlined in diagram below. 
D S>GATCCTTGAACCACAGGGGGGGGTCAGGAGCTTCTCGA<3' 
B S'>CTGTGGATCCTTGAACCACAGGGGGGGGTCAGGAGCTTCTCGAGT 
- ( A * B I A * D )  1 D u p l e x  
- 0 D i m  e r s  (A 1 2  
Above is a pictorial diagram of the expected banding patterns of the duplexes and 
dimers arising from the duplexes (AoB) and (AeD). In the case of the individual duplexes 
only one dimer band is expected, in the case where the two are mixed we expect to see 
three bands. Shown unequivocally in Fig. 10 is the expected three band pattern for the 
mixed duplexes: the long duplex dimer (AOB)~ (2 long duplexes); the intermediate duplex 
dimer (A0BIA.D) (1 long and 1 short duplex); and the short duplex dimer (A@D)2 (2 short 
duplexes). 
Fig. 10. Gel shift assay illustrating the number of duplexes participating in the duplex 
dimer structure. Duplex samples (2.5pM) were prepared with varying stoichiometric 
ratios of purified duplexes (A*B):(A*D) and then incubated in 1M Na+ overnight. These 
preparations were analyzed on an lOmM KC1, 0 . 5 ~  TBE, 8% non-denaturing 
polyacrylamide gel. First lane: lObp marker ladder; lane (0): monomer A; lane (i): (1:O); 
lane (ii): (3: 1); lane (iii) (1: 1); lane (iv) (1:3); lane (v) (0: 1). 
+A=B 
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3.2.1.3 Gel Mobility Comparison of Duplex Dimer with Monomer G-4 Structures 
The dimer (AmB);! is expected to have a slightly faster mobility in the gel than the 
G4 product, (A)4, due to the more compactness of the dimer structure. The expected gel 
mobility of the dimer with G4 structure is outlined in the diagram below. 
D u p l e x  (AmB) - 
- M o n o m e r  ( B )  
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The dimer structure (A*B)2 is thought to be more compact and therefore is likely 
to have a faster mobility than the G4 structure (B)4. The mobility difference is clearly 
seen in Fig. 12 where the dimer (lanes c and d) moves faster than the G4 structure (B)4 
(lane a). This mobility difference was seen in all experiments where the monomer G4 of 
one of the duplex strands was used. 
3.2.1.4 Conditions for Duplex Dimer Formation 
Previous work [6, 16,171 with anti-parallel guanine quadruplexes had shown that 
the best stabilizing ion for quadruplex formation was potassium, followed by sodium and 
magnesium ions. We assumed that we would find the Group Ia and IIa metal ion's ability 
to form and stabilize the duplex dimer to be similar to work done with other anti-parallel 
quadruplexes. 
In the first set of experiments, we did not purify the duplex (A(T)*B(T)) prior to 
preparing dimer product in the various salt conditions. However there were concerns as to 
whether structures other than the dimer were formed, such as G4 products or a mixture of 
a duplex and two monomer strands, we therefore purified the duplexes for all the 
following experiments. 
The ability of the purified duplexes (A(T)*B(T)) and (AaB) to form dimer 
products under different salt conditions were seen to follow the trend Na >> K, Li (Figs 
11 (lanes v, vi, and vii) and 12 (lanes v, vi, and vii)). In both Figs 11 and 12 the dimer 
products from the unpurified and purified duplex samples appear to be the same. The only 
difference is the clarity of the bands in the purified samples and slight smearing of the 
higher order bands above the dimer in the unpurified samples. 
We then proceeded to try a near-physiological salt solution Tris (pH 8.0), 
magnesium lOmM, potassium 200mM (TMK) in comparison to the other salts and found 
that it provided the best conditions for dimer complex formation. This TMK solution was 
used in all following experiments requiring dimer complex formation. 
Fig. 11. Salt dependent formation of (A(T).B(T))2 dimer structure by duplex 
(A(T).B(T)). Lane (M): heat denatured monomer B(T); lanes (i-iv): unpurified duplexes 
(A(T)*B(T)) incubated overnight at 37OC in (i) 50mM Li'; (ii) 1M Li'; (iii) 1M Na'; (iv) 
1M K'; lanes (v-ix): purified duplex (A(T)*B(T)) (concentration = 3pM) incubated in 
overnight at 37OC(v) 1M Lif; (vi) 1M Na'; (vii) 1M K+; (viii) gel purified duplex; and 
(ix) gel purified dimer. 
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Fig. 12. Salt dependent formation of (A.B)2 dimer structure by duplex (AaB). Lane 
(M(B)) heat denatured monomer B incubated overnight at 37OC with no salt, lane 
(G4(B)): heat denatured monomer B incubated in 1M Na' overnight at 37OC; lanes (i-iii): 
unpurified duplexes (A.B) incubated overnight at 37OC in (i) 1M Li'; (ii) 1M Na'; (iii) 
1M K+; lane (G4(A)): heat denatured monomer A incubated with 1M Na+; lanes (iv-vii): 
purified duplex (concentration = 3yM) incubated overnight at 37OC in (iv) no salt; (v) 1M 
Li+; (vi) 1M ~ a + ;  (vii) 1M K'. 

3.2.1.5 Kinetics of Duplex Dimer Formation 
As seen from the time course experiment in Fig. 13, the transition from duplexes 
to dimer occurs rapidly at low DNA concentrations and close to physiological salt 
conditions. Typically, in each of the time course experiments performed, -55% of duplex 
went into the dimer at equilibrium. The initial rate constants from the several time course 
experiments given in Table 1 give an approximation of the order of the reaction to be - 
1.3. The kinetic data establishes that a fairly complex mechanism is involved in the 
formation of the dimer, assuming a singular orientation is formed by the duplex (AoB). 
Table 1 Initial rates of duplex loss and dimer formation 
Expt. # 
5Aic(a) 
5Aic(b) 
5Aiia(a) 
3Aiy (b) 
5Aiia (b) 
3Aiit (a) 
[Duplex] 
(pM) 
0.7 
1.8 
4.5 
4.7 
9 
14.5 
Initial 
rate 
(M.s-I) 
0.0027 
0.0066 
0.045 
0.04 
0.07 
0.095 
[Dimer] 
(w) 
0.15 
0.45 
1.2 
1.3 
2.36 
3.7 
Initial 
rate 
(M.s-I) 
0.0012 
0.005 
0.024 
0.034 
0.042 
0.082 
Temp 
(OC) 
38 
38 
38 
38 
38 
37 
Salt 
TMK 
TMK 
TMK 
TMK 
TMK 
TMK 
Li+ 
Sol\lution 
condition 
S 
50mM 
Li+ 
50mM 
Li+ 
50mM 
Li+ 
50mM 
Li+ 
50mM 
Li+ 
25mM 
Fig. 13. Time course of dimer (A*B)2 formation from duplex (A*B). Duplex (A*B) 
(14pM) was incubated in TMK for various time periods and then were analyzed on an 8% 
non-denaturing polyacrylarnide gel OSxTBE, lOmM KC1. Lanes: marker lane lObp 
ladder; (0) no incubation; (a) 15 minutes; (b) 30 minutes; (c) 1 hour; (d) 2 hours; (e) 4 
hours. 

3.2.1.6 Duplex Dimer Melting Temperature Assay 
Melting temperature assays were conducted on duplex dimers, prepared from 
purified and unpurified duplexes (A*B) and (A'(T)*B'(T)). Samples were incubated 
overnight in various salts to allow the dimer to reach its equilibrium concentration. 
Samples were diluted (10-20x), their salt concentrations adjusted if necessary and then 
heated for 10 minutes at various temperatures. Samples were removed from their heat 
source (waterbaths or heating blocks, noted in Table 2) and then placed on ice to 
minimize reannealing before being run on an analytical gel. The melting of dimer 
(A(T)*B(T))*, Fig. 15, and G4 (A(T))4, Fig. 14, can be seen to occur at 40-60•‹C and 90- 
100•‹C respectively Similarly, the dimer (A*B);! and G4 (A)4, Fig. 16, were observed to 
have virtually the same melting profiles of 40-60•‹C and 80-100•‹C respectively. It should 
be noted that in the dimer sample, a faint band remained after heating to 60•‹C, 80•‹C, 
100•‹C without increasing or diminishing in intensity. There is the possibility of a more 
stable form of the dimer that may be giving rise to this persistent band or that reannealing 
of the duplexes has occurred to a small degree. Out of all the various salt conditions tried, 
the dimer was most stable in TMK solution. The determined melting temperatures for the 
various salt conditions are outline in Table 2. It would appear that the solution required to 
stabilize the dimer at -85•‹C with a minimum salt concentration of 50mM Li+ + 20mM K+ 
in TE solution. 
Table 2 Results of dimer melting under different conditions 
Experiment [Salts] 
Na-25 40-60 
Na- 100 80-100 10 
Na- 100 40-60 10 
Na- 100 45-50 10 
Li-50, Mg-14, K-200 80-85 10 
Method 
Waterbath 
Waterbath 
Waterbath 
Waterbath 
Waterbath 
Waterbath 
Waterbath 
Waterbath 
Waterbath 
Thermocvcler 
Thermoc ycler 
Thermoc ycler 
Thermocvcler 
Thermocycler 
Thermoc ycler 
Thermocvcler 
Thermocvcler 
t  P - purified duplex used, U - unpurified duplex used. 
t t  Purified (A(T))4 and (A)4. 
Fig. 14. Melting profile of the G4 product A(T)4. The monomer A(T) was incubated at 
37•‹C overnight in 1M Na' TE buffer solution, to allow the G4 guanine-quadruplex 
structure (A(T))4 to reach a concentration equilibrium in solution. The sample was then 
diluted 30x to a final Na' concentration of 33mM and split into several further samples. 
These samples were placed in water baths of 20•‹C, 60•‹C, 70•‹C, 80•‹C, 90•‹C, 100•‹C for 10 
minutes. Lanes (lad): lObp ladder; lane (dup): (A(T).B(T)) duplex incubated in lOOrnM 
~ i ' ;  lanes (20•‹C - 100•‹C): G4 solutions (A(T))4 heat treated at respective temperatures as 
indicated. 
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Fig. 15. Melting profile of the dimer product (A(T)*B(T))2. The duplex (A(T)*B(T)) was 
incubated at 37•‹C overnight in 1M Na+ TE buffer solution to allow the dimer guanine- 
quadruplex structure (A(T)*B(T))2 to reach a concentration equilibrium in solution. The 
sample was then diluted 20x to a final Na' concentration of 50mM and split into several 
further samples. These samples were placed in water baths of 20•‹C, 40•‹C, 60•‹C, 80•‹C, 
100•‹C for 10 minutes. Lanes (lad): 1Obp ladder; lane (M): A(T) monomer; lanes (20•‹C - 
100•‹C): (A(T)*B(T))2 dimer solutions heat treated at respective temperatures as indicated. 
Lad M 
Fig. 16. Melting Profiles of G4 product (A)4 and dimer product (A*B)2. The duplex 
(A*B) and the monomer (A) were each incubated at 37•‹C overnight in 1M Na+ TE buffer 
solution to allow the dimer (A*B)2 and G4 (A)4 guanine-quadruplex structures to each 
reach their concentration equilibrium in solution. The samples were diluted lox to a final 
Na' concentration of lOOmM and split into several further samples. Individual samples 
were heat treated in a thermocycler for 10 rnin at one of the following temperatures; 
20•‹C, 40•‹C, 60•‹C, 80•‹C, 100•‹C. First lane: lObp ladder; lane (m): A(T) monomer; lanes 
(20•‹C, 40•‹C, 60•‹C, 80•‹C, 100•‹C): (A)4 G4 solutions heat treated at respective 
temperatures; lanes (20•‹C, 40•‹C, 60•‹C, 80•‹C, 100•‹C): (A.B)2 dimer solutions heat 
treated at respective temperatures. 

3.2.2. Chemical Probing of Duplex and Duplex Dimer Structures 
Several probing methods were used to investigate some key structural properties 
of the duplex dimer. Firstly, methylation protection analysis was used to determine 
whether the mismatched guanine-guanine pairs are participating in guanine-quadruplex 
structures via Hoogsteen hydrogen bonds. Secondly, KMn04 oxidation was used to 
characterize the junction between the Watson-Crick double-stranded portion of the 
duplex and the guanine-quadruplex of the dimer. Thirdly, the orientation of the duplexes 
in the dimer structure was studied using various modified guanine-guanine mismatch 
containing duplexes and enzymatic digestion of duplex and dimer by DNase I as probing 
tools. 
3.2.2.1 Methylation Protection Analysis 
Methylation protection analysis identifies those guanines not participating in 
Hoogsteen hydrogen bonding by labeling them with a methyl group at their N7 position 
using dimethylsulphate (DMS). The guanine N7 position is accessible to methylation in 
both single stranded and double stranded DNA, but not in guanines participating in 
Hoogsteen hydrogen bonding. By comparing the methylation patterns for the two strands 
in each of the dimers (A(T)*B(T))2 and (A*B)2, the strain on the guanine quadruplex 
caused by the junction between the guanine mismatch and WC regions can be seen. In the 
case of the G4 structure A(T)4, only the outside two of the eight guanines are slightly 
methylated (Fig. 17 lane (ii)), whereas for strands A and B in the dimer structure the 
outside four of the eight guanines are methylated (Fig 17 lane (iv)). 
Monomers A(T), A, showed all their guanines to be methylated. The (A(T))4 and 
(A)4 G4 products showed their 8 guanines to be protected as expected. All (A(T)aB(T))2 
dimer structures showed protection of the inner 6 guanines under all salt conditions (Li', 
Na+, and K+) (data not shown). In the case of A-B duplex dimers structures the inner 4 
guanines were seen to be protected under all salt conditions (Li', Na+, and K+) (data not 
shown). 
3.2.2.2 Potassium Permanganate Protection Analysis 
KMn04 protection analysis identifies those thymines not participating in hydrogen 
bonding or base stacking that usually occurs in a highly strained position. KMn04 
protection analysis is useful in elucidating thymine interactions in an uncharacterized 
structure, such as the junction point between WC double strand and the guanine-guanine 
mismatch strands. In the (AaB) duplex and (A@B)2 dimer, Fig. 18, the 3' T in both the A 
and B strands are significantly modified, showing that this junction position is either 
highly strained or single-stranded. 
Fig. 17. Methylation protection analysis of quadruplexes G4 (A(T))4 and (A)4, and 
dimers (A(T).B(T)):! (A*B)2. Lane (i): monomer A(T), all 8 guanines are not protected; 
lane (ii): G4 product (A(T))4 from 1M Na+ incubation, all 8 guanines protected; lane (iii): 
duplex (A(T)*B(T)) incubated in 50mM Li', all guanines are not protected; lane (iv): d2 
dimer (A(T).B(T))2 from purified duplex incubated in TELi + 1M Li+, inner 6 guanines 
are protected; lane (v): G4 product (A)4 from 1M Na' incubation, all 8 guanines 
protected; lane (vi): d2 dimer (A*B):! from purified duplex incubated in TELi + 1M Li+, 
inner 4 guanines are protected; lane (vii): d2 dimer (A.B)2 from purified duplex incubated 
in TELi + 1M Na+, inner 4 guanines are protected; lane (viii): duplex ( A C )  all guanines 
are not protected; lane (ix): monomer A, all 8 guanines are not protected. 
A(T) *B(T) A*B 
i ii iii iv v vi viiviii ix 
Fig. 18. Potassium permanganate protection analysis of duplex (AaB) and dimer (AaB)*. 
Prepared samples were run on a 10% denaturing, 0.5 x TBE gel. Lane (Lad): 10 bp ladder; 
lane (i): guanine ladder of strand A; lane (ii): stand A from duplex (AaB); lane (iii): stand 
B from duplex (AeB); lane (iv): stand B from dimer (AaB)2; lane (v): stand A from dirner 
(AaB)2. 
Lad i ii iii iv v 
3.2.2.3 Orientation of Duplexes in Dimer Structure 
There are eight possible orientations in which two duplexes can come together to 
form a dimer structure. I will designate the 5' and 3' ends of A strand, a, a', and B 
strand, p', and p, respectively for the following discussion (see duplex in Fig. 19 (a)). A 
structural feature of duplex helical DNA is that it has a minor and a major groove. We 
can use a flattened duplex, Fig. 19 (a), to visualize the 8 different alignments of two 
duplexes in a dimer Fig. 19 (b)-(e). The most likely orientation is that shown in Fig. 19 
(b) where the major grooves interact allowing the mismatched guanines to come together 
to form a guanine quadruplex structure. The basis for a major-major (M-M) groove 
interaction arises from studies with thrombin binding aptamers [37), single stranded 
oligonucleotides selected to inhibit thrombin. The aptamer structure although containing 
the similar component structures as the duplex dimer, a guanine quadruplex and WC 
duplex, they are not the same. The aptamers are hairpin duplexes containing two guanine 
mismatches, which fold to form an unstable anti-parallel quadruplex containing two 
guanine quartets. The duplex which helps stabilize the quadruplex, has its major groove 
side facing into the guanine quadruplex structure. 
Even though the eight orientations of the dimer structure initially seem to be the 
same, topologically there are only three similar orientation pairs (Fig 19 (b), (c), and (d)). 
The three pairs arise from the different groove interactions: major-major (M-M); minor- 
minor (m-m); and major-minor (M-m). These three would likely have differences in 
structural geometries that would affect their gel mobility. Differences in WC base 
sequence at the junction sites (a-P, a'-P') of the duplex may also result in minor 
structural geometry differences (Fig. 19 (b) i and ii). 
All three groove interaction variants with their likely different topologies should 
have slightly different gel mobilities if run under the same conditions. Therefore, in our 
gel assays of the duplex and its products we should have seen either one, two, or three 
separate bands, running tightly together. In all initial experiments in which we used 
1OmM KC1 in the non-denaturing (n.d.) gels, we never saw more than one band. We then 
tried lOrnM MgC12 n.d. gels to make the DNA structure more rigid. If there were two or 
more rigid dimer structures, they should have noticeably different gel mobilities. 
However this was not seen (data not shown), suggesting that there was only one form of 
the dimer in two alternative orientations. 
We employed two techniques to differentiate between the groove interaction 
dimer variants. First, an odd-end duplex (EeF) was used (a duplex with an off center 
guanine-guanine mismatch) to accentuate differences in the dimers' geometrical shape, 
which would result in a greater variation in their gel mobilities, Fig. 20. Second, DNase I 
shadowing assays were done with the duplex, duplex dimer and a hairpin-duplex dimer. 
The hairpin duplex H is a modified guanine-guanine mismatch duplex with a thymine- 
thymine loop replacing the a-a '  end of the duplex. 
Fig. 19. Schematic of the duplex combinations for the eight possible dimers. 
a. The polarities of the duplexes determine the minor and major sides as shown. To 
understand how the duplexes (b-e) come together, think of the two duplexes as two pieces 
of bread in an open-faced sandwich, in that you lift one piece up (i) and flip it downwards 
on top of the other (ii) to form the dimer. 
b. The two alternative orientations in which the major grooves can come together. 
c. The two alternate orientations in which the minor grooves can come together. 
d. The two alternative orientations in which the major and the minor grooves come 
together. 
e. Same as d, but is an additional permutation. 
To the side of each of the dimer sets, the polarities of the strands in the guanine 
quadruplex are given. 
a 
a' (3')  
b 
(5 ' )  a 1 
a a' a a' minor I groove 
a 0 +  
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. . 
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3.2.2.4 Odd-ended Duplexes as a Means to Determining Orientation 
To determine whether the duplexes in the dimer formed in a specific or random 
orientation, we used odd-ended duplexes. What is meant by random orientation is that the 
duplexes can come together in the various combinations to form all possible dimer 
structures; whereas a specific orientation is meant to mean that there is only one 
orientation that the duplexes can come together forming a single dimer structure. In Fig. 
19, it can be seen for the M-M or M-m or m-m variants no simple distinction can be made 
between either orientation of their dimers. But if we off-center the synapsis structure to 
one end of the duplex dimer, it may be possible to make some distinction between the 
two orientations, run in gels under specific ionic conditions. In the presence of M~~~ the 
odd-ended duplex and its dimer product should have a more rigid conformation, as 
outlined in Fig. 20. The two orientations should have different gel mobilities, if present, 
as they are more rigid. Unfortunately in each experiment we saw only one band under 
both lOmM K+ and lOmM M ~ ~ +  salt conditions. 
The fact that the two different orientations may run at the same position in the gel 
can be explained by considering their geometry. The diameter of the guanine-quadruplex 
is -30 A and the WC duplex is -20 A. The WC portions of each of the two duplexes 
going into the quadruplex are likely strained and repelling each other. The rise of the 8 
guanine base guanine-quadruplex is -30A. So we now have a structural model which in 
its simplest form would look like a twisted cube with 4 ribbons coming out of non- 
adjoining vertices, Fig. 21. The distance across the twisted cube and the angle at which 
the WC segments would exit the cube would make the two orientations for the odd-ended 
dimer look very similar. Therefore the odd-ended duplex may not be able to lead to two 
different shaped dimers with different gel mobilities, even if they were made more rigid 
by M~'+.  We are now left with the possibility of one varient with one or both orientations. 
Fig. 20. Schematic of alternative orientations of odd-ended dimers under different salt 
conditions. (A) Either orientation of the odd-ended dimer would tend to be slightly floppy 
at the juncture points and likely move equivalently in a lOmM KC1 non-denaturing gel. 
(B) In a lOmM MgC12 non-denaturing gel the two different forms would tend to become 
rigid due to the magnesium facilitating stronger stacking interactions between the bases 
and thus the two different forms may have different mobilities resulting in two bands 
instead of the one. 

Fig. 2 1. Schematic outline of duplexes in dimer. One of the duplex's guanine-guanine 
mismatch has been removed to show the other duplex's position in the guanine- 
quadruplex structure. Note that the diameter of the guanine-quadruplex and the rise of the 
eight bases would be equivalent. 

3.2.2.5 DNase I Nuclease Protection Analysis of Duplex and Duplex Dimer 
We consider it likely that there is only one dimer structure based on the odd-ended 
dimer and gel mobility assay experiments. However, these studies did not elucidate its 
form nor its orientation. 
We used DNase I to perform shadowing experiments on the dimer structure. The 
intensities of cleavage of each oligo strand A and B in the dimer should be less in certain 
regions of the strands than in the duplex (i.e. a shadowing effect) [38]. DNase I is a bulky 
enzyme, of which a small portion sits along a -6 base pair span in the minor groove of 
duplex DNA [39J. As DNase 1's straddles the minor groove, the active site is seated 
towards the 3' end of the 5' to 3' strand of the duplex. The active site sits in the minor 
groove and cuts phosphodiester bonds at their 5' side (as outlined in the diagram below). 
Strand A (5 ' )  a I i a' (3') 
Strand B (3') P 1 i P' (5 ' )  
: i 
I t j Guanine / 
Watson-Crick Region I Watson-Crick Region 
/ ~ i s m a t c d  
t / Region : 
: 
Active site 
From the diagram we can predict the general cleavage pattern of strands A and B. 
DNase I sits in the minor groove cleaving the phosphodiester bonds at the 3' end as it sits 
in the minor groove. The enzyme will not sit well in a minor groove that is too wide or 
too narrow, such as the guanine-guanine mismatch region or at the ends of the duplex. 
Therefore the cutting will be reduced at the 5' ends of the duplex and the 3' portions of 
each A and B strands that adjoin the guanine-guanine mismatch region. The slightly 
protected regions are shown on the following diagram. 
From several DNase I digestion experiments where the digested dimer solution 
was run on an analytical gel, the duplex and dimer in the bands were extracted and run on 
a denaturing (D.N.) gel. The DNase I cleavage patterns of the duplex and duplexes from 
the dimer, Fig. 22, were seen. Looking at graphical representations of the duplex 
digestion patterns for strand A and B, Fig. 23, we can see the trend fits the outlined 
cleavage model above. The one exception is the decrease in cleavage in strand B 5' to the 
guanine mismatch region and this is likely due to the AT richness in this part of the 
duplex. AT rich sequences are known to reduce DNase 1's cleavage ability [40, 411, as 
these sequences have very narrow minor grooves. 
Fig. 22. DNase I cleavage patterns of strands A and B participating in duplex (AaB), 
dimer (AOB)~ and the duplex-hairpin dimer (AmBIH) structures. Lanes (Lad) lOObp 
ladder; lanes (1-5) 3 2 ~  labeled A strand (1) heat denatured monomer A, (2) duplex (AmB), 
(3) dimer (A.B)z, (4) dimer2 ((A*B)2)2, (5) duplex-hairpin dimer (AmBIH); lane (A G-lad) 
guanine ladder of strand A; lanes (6-10) 3 2 ~  labeled B strand (6) heat denatured monomer 
B, (7) duplex (AeB), (8) dimer (AmB)2, (9) dimer2 ((A*B)2)2, (10) duplex-hairpin dimer 
(AeBIH); lanes (1 1-13) 3 2 ~  labeled H strand (1 1) hairpin duplex H, (12) dimer (H)2, (13) 
duplex-hairpin dimer (AeBIH). 

Fig. 23. DNase I cleavage profiles of strands A and B in the (AoB) duplex. The 3' end of 
strands A and B have similar cleavage patterns. The 5' end of strands A and B have 
different cleavage patterns, but closer to the guanine mismatch region the cleavage 
patterns are quite similar. 

Fig. 24. DNase I cleavage profiles of strands A and B in the (AoB)~ dimer. The 3' end of 
strands A and B have similar cleavage patterns. Similar reductions in cleavage patterns of 
the 5' end of strands A and B are seen in the dimer when compared to the duplex 
cleavage patterns. 

The cleavage of A and B strands in the (AaB)2 dimer, Fig. 24, were very similar to 
that seen in the (AaB) duplex, with the following exceptions. The 5' side to the guanine 
mismatch region in the (AaB)2 dimer A and B strands were cut slightly less than in the 
(AaB) duplex with little change elsewhere. This can be understood as the guanine 
quadruplex structure altering the groove width locally thereby reducing cutting close to 
the guanine quadruplex in the 5' region of each strand. 
This may also support the idea of a major-major groove interaction between 
duplexes, which leaves the minor grooves exposed to DNase I. The cleavage by DNase I 
of the exposed minor grooves in the dimer are reduced as their groove widths are affected 
by their proximity to the guanine quadruplex. In the case of a minor-minor groove 
interaction, a strong shadowing effect should have been seen. A few bases 5' to the 
guanine mismatch region would be completely protected due to steric hindrance by the 
duplexes preventing the nuclease access. The minor-major groove interaction would also 
likely have a more noticeable reduction in cleavage on the 5' side of the guanine 
mismatch region. 
The next step was to find which orientation of the major-major groove dimer is 
present. We used a modified hairpin duplex (H) that contains all aspects of the A-B 
duplex, but with the a-p WC region replaced with a T-T loop. 
The purpose of the modified hairpin duplex was that it could simulate the duplex- 
duplex interaction and in so doing would allow the differentiation of DNase I cleavage of 
the duplexes in the dimer structure. If there is a preferential orientation of the duplexes 
combining to form dimers, it should be seen in the differences between the cleavage 
pattern of the full duplex dimer (AoB);! and the duplex-hairpin dimer (AoBIH). Ideally an 
enhancement of cleavage should be seen a few base pairs 5' and several base pairs 3' to 
the junction point between the WC duplex and guanine-quadruplex in the hairpin-duplex 
dimer (AoBIH) ( see diagram below). This effect is seen, Fig. 22 lanes (12 and 13)' where 
two thymines in strand B participating in the hairpin-duplex dimer (AoBIH), 3' to the 
guanine mismatch region are cut quite excessively compared to the same thymines in the 
duplex dimer (AoB);!. Suggesting that the hairpin duplex H aligns with the (AoB) in the 
type I orientation below. 
WC region 
----- 
G-tetrad 
region 
----- 
WC region 
I I1 
Structure modeling and digestion experiments with a nuclease with specific major 
groove binding capabilities are required to give further validation to the proposed 
structure. Further studies with fluorescent probes attached to various sites in the duplex 
close to the junction sites would give a definite indication of the orientation of the 
duplexes in the dimer structure. 
4. Conclusions 
4.1. Protein facilitated guanine quadruplex formation 
We have demonstrated that guanine rich sequences (Oxy2TY, Saccl, Hum2, and 
Chlaml) are facilitated in the formation of guanine quadruplex structures by an 
assortment of cationic rich proteins. This also demonstrates that only non-specific DNA- 
protein interactions are occurring in the facilitated formation of guanine quadruplexes. 
The UV crosslinking experiments conducted on the salt facilitated complexes, 
supports the number of strands per complex. This in turn indirectly indicates that the 
protein facilitated complexes seen running with the same gel mobilites as the salt 
facilitated complexes are very likely the same. Another facet to these protein facilitated 
guanine quadruplex formation studies is that these complexes can be formed at or close to 
physiological conditions in DNA, salt, and protein concentrations. This therefore does not 
preclude guanine quadruplex structures from being formed in vivo. 
4.2. Duplex dimers 
The guanine mismatch containing duplex has a thermal stability of -60•‹C in 
50mM LiCl -t TE conditions. The likelihood of the duplex unpairing to form alternate 
types of complexes other than a dimer structure were minimized. The effect of salt 
conditions, in order of (A*B)2 dimer formation abilities were TMK > 1M Na' > 1M K',
lOmM M ~ ~ '  > 1M ~ i '  . Surprisingly all salt conditions facilitated formation of dimers 
from duplexes to varying degrees; the biggest surprise was that even under low lithium 
concentrations the dimer would form. This is a surprise in the sense that very few of other 
guanine-rich oligonucleotides studied thus far have been shown to form guanine 
quadruplexes under lithium salt conditions. Dimer thermal stability experiments showed 
that the salt conditions in order of stabilizing ability were TMK > 20mM K+ and 60mM 
Li+ > lOOmM Na+ > lOrnM M~~~ > 1M Li+ . These thermal stability results are similar to 
the conditions found in many other studies on antiparallel guanine quadruplex structures 
formed from monomer strands. 
The dimer structures arise from a synapsis of two duplexes, as shown in the gel 
shift assay experiment, where the synaptic unit is the formation of a guanine quadruplex 
structure via hoogsteen hydrogen bonding between the guanine mismatches in the 
duplexes. Methylation protection analysis verifies that hoogsteen hydrogen bonding 
interactions occur in the two duplex dimer complexes (A(T)*B(T))2 and (A.B)*, and 
therefore a guanine quadruplex structure is the synaptic element. 
DNase I digestion studies indicate the dimer likely forms only one varient of the 
eight possible permutations. The two duplexes in the dimer likely interact by their major 
grooves to form the quadruplex. 
The junction between the WC portion of the duplex and the quadruplex has been 
shown to be highly strained by methylation and potassium permanganate protection 
analyses and DNase I digestions. 
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